
                                  INSTITUTIONAL DISTINCTIVENESS 

Government  Degree College, Razole , is  located   in an island called Konaseema in the 

East Godavari District of Andhra Pradesh  in  a remote area where people are based on 

agriculture to survive. . It has played  a pivotal role  in providing the educational opportunities to  

the  people of this rural area  surrouonding Razole over the last 53 years .During these years, the 

college  produced  thousands of students  and catered its knowledge to the community. 

 The College was established in 1968 and started  imparting knowledge to the first 

generation learners of   rural villages of Razole Taluq  to bring a change in the society through 

education. The  college aims at striving  for high quality courses and committed to help the 

students to acquire knowledge, life skills and ethical values.  

 The location of the college is near Godavari River surrounded by  beautiful Coconut 

Trees  in a pleasant atmosphere and  tranquility. More  number of girl students shows that the  

equality of women is  properly  maintained  and women education is promoted . 

 The college was orginially a composite college and was bifurgated into junior and degree  

colleges in 1996. The college achieved a mile stone of  celebrating the Golden  Jubilee  50 years 

of its existence  in 2018. The college was affiliated to Andhra University, Visakhapatnam in the 

beginning days and presently it is affiliated to Adikavi Nannaya University,  Rajamahendravarm.  

It has UGC certiffiation under 2(f) and 12 (b).Today, the college is offering UG courses  in Arts, 

Commerce and Sciences to the students  of this rural area  and   it is serving to the needs of most 

of the under  previliged students enrolling  from the geographically backward area.  

 The college was awarded  B grade in 2007 in the first cycle and again got  B grade with 

2.61 CGPA in 2014. Now it is preparing for third cycle of NAAC accredition.All the faculty and 

administrative staff are working hard to get good grade in third cycle. Our college is a RUSA  

benefitted college  and was  sanctioined 2 crores with which   some new buildings were 

constructed along with the installation of solar plant ,  3 digital rooms  and 1 virtual  lab.  

 Despite the fact that all the students have rural backward, students get good results in 

university examinations some students got university ranks also for  getting admission into Post 

Graduate Courses. The Remedial  coaching methods and the identification of slow, moderat , 

advanced learners helped us to attain these  results. Besides the regular curricular items,  there 

are  other co-curriular  activities like giving yoga training to the students and  staff and 

organizing sports and games in the college and  encouraging the deserved students to participate 

in  University, State and National  Level Competitions , Community service through NSS and 

Youth Red cross  Society.  

 Our institute , being  the only Government Degree College for surrounding  Five 

Mandals, serving  the under privileged sections of the Society with  reasonable fees as prescribed 

by the Affiliating university within the reach of a common man with highly  qualified  and 

dedicated staff with NET, APSET and Ph. D. qualifications  which is exclusive for our college 

only.  


